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Abstract
The accurate v01umetric estimation of structures during organ motion forms the prerequisite basis of using
cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images for future re-p1anning purposes. This 日tudy eva1uated the difference
in the recon 日tructed v01ume of moving phantoms between cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) on linear
accelerator and fan-beam CT (FBCT) 企om 日 imu1ator， under different moving 企equencies and amplitudes. Phantom
images were separate1y acquired by FBCT and CBC T. Three acrylic ball phantoms with diameters of 5.1 cm, 9.9 cm,
and 12.2 cm, respe ctive紗， were used for static and moving experiments. CBCT and FBCT images were imported to a
treatment p1anni月 system to compare the recon 日的lcted v01umes. The imaging 吋 ustment program of CBCT was done
to modify CT numbers by transforming the functions to relative e1ectron density. To simu1ate respiratory moveme剖， the
phantoms were moved 10ngitudinally wi世1 amplitudes of 12.5 , 15 , and 17.5 mm, and 企equencies of 8, 10 , and 12
oscillations per minu缸， respective1y. Wi也 auto-contouring technique and imaging adjustment program , the differences
in reconstructed v01ume of 3 static phantoms (small , medium, 1訂ge) between FBCT and CBCT were -6.20% , -2.47% ,
and -2.19% , respective1y. The average v01ume 10sses of different-sized moving phantoms were signi日cantly differe剖，
at 56.6士7. 凹， 29.0士 3.7% ， 19.3 c1c2 凹， respective1y (all p < 0.05). With 世ge phantom, the average v01ume 10sses under
different fì閃 quenci es significantly increased as the amplitude became 1arger, wi世1 16.5士 0.8% for 12.5 mm, 19 .4士 0.7%
for 15 mm, and 22 .1 士 0.6% for 17.5 mm (all p < 0.05). In contrast , the average v01ume 10sses did not differ between the
3 企equencies ， with 19.7士2.7% ， 1 9 .8士 2 . 9% ， and 18 . 5士2 . 9% ， respective1y (all p > 0.05). The simi1ar significant impact
of amplitude but not frequency on v01ume 10ss was a1so shown in medium and small phantoms. Moving phantoms
were associated with the reconstructed v01ume 10sses on CBCT, with more 10sses for the smaller phantomτbe
increased amp1itude, but not 企equency， was associated with greater v01ume 10sses
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1. Introduction
Wi吐1 advanced techn010gy such as three-dimensiona1
conforma1 radiotherapy (3 DCRT) and intensity-modu1ated
radiation therapy (IMRT) , the dose esca1ation and conformity
have been improved to e曲 ance tumor contro1 and to reduce
norma1 tissue toxicity. The better dose conformity demands
more accurate treatment delivery. Kilo-voltage cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) , integrated into 也e linear
accelerator as a to01 for image guided radiation therapy , was
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developed to acquire on-1ine v01umetric and anatomica1
images [1]. The CBCT images are compared with the
reconstructed radiograph from origina1 treatment p1an for the
most accurate position setup [2-5].
The multi-purpose app1ication of CBCT depends on the
image qua1ity [6 ,7]. However, CBCT on 也e heavy gantry has
more scattering artifacts from 也e 1arger 10ngitudina1 fie1d of
view (F OV) , and is limited in its scanning speed for the
moving targets and organs. As compared to 1es 日出an one
second of scauning time for sing1e rotation by conventiona1
fan-beam CTσBCT) ， the lnternational Electrotechnical
Commission regn1ates the minimum scanning time of 60
seconds per rotation by CBC T. The imaging artifact and
distortion from 也e moving structure日， especially respirationinduced organ motion , are inevitab1e when acquiring CBCT

